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I. Coke's "Wax Tadpole": Introduction to Cultural Translation

A recent book written by Tom Standage pays homage to six drinks that helped
shape the history of the world. Following his discussion of the first five drinks (beer,
wine, spirits, coffee and tea), Standage concludes with what he calls, the drink of the
twentieth century. "Coca-Cola encapsulates what happened in the 20th century: the rise
of consumer capitalism and the emergence of America as a superpower. It's globalization
in a bottle," Standage said in an interview with National Geographic News (Handwerk).
Today Coca-cola is everywhere from Cuba to the Czech Republic (Standage even claims
the drink is in more countries than the United Nations). It comes as no surprise that, in
the midst of global expansion, the company needed to translate their brand name
palatably in each language they encountered. According to Barbara Mikkelson, when
Chinese shopkeepers first received shipments of the drink, they created nonsensical
transliterations of the brand name using some of the nearly 200 characters that can be
used to create sounds similar to Coca-Cola. Some of these signs, when translated back
into English, meant roughly, "wax-flattened mare" or "female horse fastened with wax."
Because of the signs and their nonsensical meanings, an urban legend arose,
(along the same lines as Chevy's supposed Nova disaster), which claimed that Coca-Cola
officially registered their brand name using a series of characters whose meaning is best
rendered as "bite the wax tadpole" (Allman 10). Though I'm at a loss to discover the
characters that both transliterate Coca-Cola and suggest chewable tadpoles, the potential
of this kind of error illustrates the need for translators to take especial notice of the
mechanics of language and cultural differences when translating. In reality, Coca-Cola,
after searching through the more than 40,000 characters that make up the Chinese writing
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system, opted for the four characters pJ lJ pJ ~ (ke kou ke le) which, according to
Mikkelson's translation, means "to allow the mouth to be able to rejoice," a far more
palatable translation than anything involving wax, tadpoles or female horses.

1

The story of Coca-Cola's spread into China illustrates the importance of proper
ethnographic translation. Coca-Cola, however, was just the beginning. In recent years,
translation theory, as a field of study, has grown at a phenomenal rate. In fact, if current
trends in globalization continue, translation theory is likely to become one of the
dominating fields in literary studies within the next several decades. More specifically,
the scholarship on Chinese-English translation theory gains popularity at an even faster
rate than other languages. Within the last decade, many publications have emerged, such
as An Encyclopedia of Translation (originally published in 1995), that are beginning to
give both solidarity and prominence to Chinese translation scholarship. Chinese
translation theory continues to move beyond obscurity. As China becomes more and
more an integral part of the global economy, the need for accurate translation, including a
full understanding of Chinese culture as reflected in the language and writing system, will
grow exponentially.
In order to ensure translators don't "bite the wax tadpole" (a fine, if not
unorthodox, metaphor), a good deal of modem translation theory addresses the problems
of ethnographic translation, otherwise known as cultural translation. China, with a history
that arguably recedes as far or further into antiquity as any civilization now extant, has a
culture that is quintessentially foreign to Westerners, a problem exacerbated since Mao Zi
Dong's cultural revolution (where the country in effect shut its doors to the West for

1

Unless otherwise noted, all translations from Chinese to English in this thesis are the work of the author.
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several decades). Taiwan, China's neighbor both physically and culturally, is no less
foreign to Westerners. Though the need to overcome China's cultural obstacles may seem
obvious, in reality, it is a slow process. A system of trial and error is one of the most
plausible means of improving the quality of ethnographic translation.
A fine example of trial and error translating is found in the recent publication
history of The Lord of the Rings in Taiwan and China. The first time the book was
published into Chinese, many scholars condemned it as a sloppy translation stemming
partly from a misunderstanding of both Western culture and the internal culture of the
book itself. As David Van der Peet suggested in his thesis on the 1998 Chinese editions
of J.R.R. Tolkien's The Lord of the Rings, this cultural misunderstanding created a failed
translation (42). Van der Peet argues that a wide and thorough array of translation errors
existed in both 1998 publications ofTolkien's best known work because the translators
did not understand Tolkien's "fascinating second world of Middle-earth" well enough to
correctly translate the novel's rich culture (42). 2 The Lord of the Rings, to an extent, does
have a culture that is "self-contained," and without an understanding of Tolkien's world,
translators will misrepresent key novel-specific cultural concepts (Scheps 41 ). However,
Tolkien's culture is not entirely foreign to a native English speaker. Though they may
need his guidance in visualizing Hob bits as "smaller than dwarves ... but very much
larger than Lilliputians," they likely have little difficultly understanding why evil wears
black and good wears white (Hobbit 16). The novel borrows heavily on Western values
and concepts and, as many Tolkien critics love to point out, is firmly rooted in arcana

2

Of the two 1998 editions, one is no longer in print and I have not been able to obtain a copy of the other
(which may be because it is out of print as well). Because of this, I will use Van Der Peet's thesis for
information about and excerpts from the first two publications.
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with a number of "medieval [European] counterparts" to the novels characters, locations,
history and culture (Scheps 41 ).
The complexity of Tolkien's fantasy (and the secondary world of Middle-earth)
dictate that any translator be fully familiar with both the novel's self-contained culture
and the broader source culture that gave rise to it. Using Casagrande's

classification of

the types of translation, it is clear that The Lord of the Rings requires translators to focus
on aesthetic-poetic (feeling and emotion of the words) and ethnographic ( cultural)
translation.

3

Any translation that only takes into account the mechanics of language and

the transferal of meaning and information would fail to satisfy its reader, as Van der Peet
argues happened with the original translations of The Lord of the Rings. Fortunately for
Chinese readers, an edition of the work was released in 2002 which touted, in characters
prominently fixed on the front cover, that the edition was a

~iJrtf::.$:(quan

xin yi ben -

"new and complete translation"). The release came while the first installment of Peter
Jackson's film adaptation of The Lord of the Rings was making billions around the
world.
Whether the publishers realized the sales of the original edition where hampered
by the original, faulty translation, or they simply wanted to ride on the coat tails of
Jackson's film trilogy, is beside the point. The most significant thing about this "new and
complete translation" is the way in which the translators opted to adopt and translate the
novel's self-contained culture and the wider Western culture found throughout. Though it

3

Casagrande's classification system includes I) pragmatic translation, which demands an accurate
translation of facts and information without regard to style; 2) aesthetic-poetic translation, which focuses
on the message, as well as the effect, emotion and feeling of the original language version; 3) ethnographic
translation, which suggest translation should make sure to include the cultural context of both the source
and the target language versions; and 4) linguistic translation, which is concerned predominantly with the
grammatical and linguistic aspects of the text (Brislin 23).
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seems like an obvious point, the translation actually suggests a widening acceptance of
Western, and specifically English/American, culture in China. Cultures organize thoughts
differently and translators always have the option of either adopting the underlying
thought patterns of the source culture or accommodating those thought patterns into the
target culture. The question is best illustrated when thinking of a dragon, a mythical
creature found in both Western and Chinese culture. When a translator comes to Smaug
in The Hobbit (the dragon at the end of the novel), he can either use words that mentally
paint the Western, Tolkien-inspired conception of a dragon (with its strong, bat-like
wings, muscular body and hard underbelly) or he can use words that suggest a dragon
more familiar to a Chinese audience (with its long, snake-like body, small wings and long
whiskers). 4 The choice is indicative of the target culture's adoption or accommodation of
the source culture.
The new edition adopts the Western 'spirit' of the novel while accommodating the
work so that the culture is comprehensible to the target culture. 5 Through an interesting
array of extra information and visual art, the 2002 translation takes foreign audiences into
Tolkien's world with all of its unfamiliar nuances and teaches them how to understand
the world's culture. In addition to a good deal of subjective analysis, a discussion of this
nature requires a high level of background information before we can examine the
particulars of the translation. After an introduction to aspects of the Chinese language
which should be helpful in understanding the translation analysis, I will briefly examine
the cultural background of Tolkien himself, including the legends, languages and
religious imagery he was familiar with and which he included in his trilogy. The purpose

4

5

For artistic representations of each type of dragon, please see Appendix A, Fig. 1-2.
As I use the term, Western refers to Europe and the Americas, specifically England and America.
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of this examination is to show how the culture of Middle-earth draws on Western culture
and certain concepts that, for one reason or another, might be particularly difficult for
Chinese readers. Because of the scope of this examination, my analysis will be limited to
the first third of Tolkien's work, The Fellowship of the Ring. 6 After uncovering
Fellowship's foundation in Western culture and discussing the previous translations of
the book, I will begin my examination of "the new and complete" 2002

Iv~~(lianjing-

"united classics") translation, showing how the book's Western culture has been both
adopted and, in a certain sense, accommodated for its target audience.

II. A Brief Introduction to Chinese:

f£JH~HITT1f~gft*?H§if

The Chinese language remains one of the most distinctly foreign languages to a
native English speaker. Having no alphabet or syllabary, Chinese is written using
thousands of characters which each convey a distinct meaning. Characters are used both
independently and in combination to create words. Though there are thousands of
different characters, there are only four hundred or so different pronunciations shared
between them. That is to say, the sound "shi" is used for a number of separate characters,
including~

+ $1~ {t

B~

§e rtJ tit

:i:t~JR
Pf5.
Each

character has a corresponding tone

6

In this small-scale analysis of the Chinese translation of The Fellowship of the Ring, there arise a number
of problems. The first is that Fellowship contains only the first two books in an extremely intricate and
intertwined series of six books (the story is often published in trilogy form). While focusing attention on
the first part of the trilogy, it is difficult to completely forsake mention of the two sequels. Second, while
literary circles are well-acquainted with most of the Germanic and Romantic languages, Chinese remains a
relatively unknown language in the West and, hence, is quintessentially 'foreign.' Because of the limited
space in this discussion, the reader must rely on scant information regarding the Chinese language provided
chiefly by myself. Finally, while I believe the most recent Chinese edition of Fellowship is distinctly
Western in its format and translation, I do not have copies of the previous translations with which to
compare it. Hence, as mentioned in footnote 2, I am relying on Van der Peet's assessment of the previous
translations and am therefore unable to fully assess the level to which the 2002 translation differed from the
1998 translation.
7

Following Chinese characters, I have included both the pin yin and the English translation. I've chosen to
include the pin yin to give readers unfamiliar with Chinese a chance to see the Romanized pronunciation of
characters.
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which helps distinguish it from other characters with similar pronunciations. For example,
the tone distinguishes~

(shi - fourth tone), which means "to be," from B~ (shi - second

tone) which means "time." With characters that are pronounced exactly the same (same
sound and same tone), native speakers differentiate meaning based on context (the same
trick is used when listening to songs which, for obvious reasons, prohibit the use of
tones).
Chinese writing has evolved over the past century or so and diverged into two
systems of characters, 1) ~~* (fan ti zi - "manifold style characters), also known as

traditional Chinese; and 2)

fa1~* Uian ti zi -

"simple style characters"), also known as

simplified Chinese. As a rule, most people who can read traditional Chinese are also able
to read simplified Chinese, but not always the other way around. Traditional Chinese is
used chiefly in Hong Kong, Taiwan, and certain Chinese communities around the world,
including Singapore, Malaysia, Australia, Canada and the United States. Simplified
Chinese is the official written language of mainland China. The 2002 translation and the
two previous 1998 editions were written in traditional Chinese characters. For the sake of
continuity, complex characters are also used throughout this paper.
An aspect of Chinese translation very relevant to our discussion has to do with the
trans Iiteration of proper names. When translating English proper names into Chinese, the
translators often will transliterate the names using certain characters that have sounds
similar to the English original. Hence, there can be little or no meaning to the characters
chosen, which is not a problem to native Chinese speakers because the nonsensical
sequence often signals the transliteration. For example, Legolas in Fellowship is
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transliterated as ¥')]t'.j£Lffi(lei gou la si) which means, if the characters were translated
directly, "Tie tightly, carelessly, pull, this." To a Chinese reader, this particular sequence
of characters means nothing, which alerts readers to the fact that the word is a
transliteration of the original proper name. Still, Chinese translators may reveal
characteristics of "their characters by a subtle nomenclature" in the transliterations
(Pollard 265). Hence, Coca-Cola P}OP}~

(ke kou ke le - "to allow the mouth to be able

to rejoice") uses transliteration to gain a distinct edge in the "makes mouths happy"
market. The use of transliteration to suggest cultural nuance is a technique we will
examine at times through the course of this paper.
Because of its bearing on a large section of the argument, I must add a few words
about Chinese poetic tradition. For the most part, traditional Chinese poetry leaves out
personal pronouns, is organized in lines of regular length (typically either five or seven
characters per line and follows grammatical patterns that are "inaudible and invisible
since the pronunciations and spelling of words is usually unchanged" (Pollard 767). That
is to say, Chinese poetry is typically very concise both for aesthetic and intellectual
reasons. In fact, when writing Chinese, the fewer characters a person uses to get his/her
point across, the more intelligent that person is perceived to be. The highest expression in
Chinese is always concise.

III. Of Shires and Spirituality: Tolkien's Cultural Influences and the Englishness of
the Novel
In ethnographic translation, the cultural influences of the author largely determine
the meaning of the work. Tolkien, English to the end, was a product of his culture, and
understood that "an author cannot ... remain wholly unaffected by his experience"

9

(Letters 260). Therefore, in order to understand the particular Western influences of the
novel, a brief history of Tolkien's life seems warranted and even necessary. 8 Tolkien was
born to English parents deployed overseas in Bloemfontein, South Africa on Jan. 3, 1892
(Shippey). His family returned to England upon the death ofTolkien's father in 1896, and
Tolkien spent his childhood there with his mother and siblings. He received his early
education from English grammar schools and eventually attended Oxford University. It
became apparent at an early age that Tolkien had an aptitude for languages, especially
Old English, Norse and Gothic. He maintained this affinity for philology throughout his
youth and eventually began studying under linguistic specialists. This love of languages
eventually led to his writing The Lord of the Rings, which he considered a philological
outlet for his invented languages (Shippey).
Tolkien's experience with war likewise had a profound influence on his fictional
writings which include plenty of war and death. After graduating in 1915, Tolkien
entered the British army and fought in the Battle of Somme during World War I
(Shippey). Eventually discharged after being diagnosed with "trench fever," Tolkien had
already begun work on the mythological background to The Lord of the Rings, writing a
number of stories that would eventually be published posthumously as part of The Book
of Lost Tales. His direct contact with the war, as well as Britain's heavily ideological
explanation behind the war, seem to have influenced Tolkien's writing about battles in
Fellowship and the rest of the trilogy. 9 In the books, the battles seem to take on very
8

Unless otherwise noted, all biographical information is taken from the Oxford Dictionary of National
Biography entry on "Tolkien, John Ronald Reuel."
9
British propaganda posters during WWI painted the German foe as bloodthirsty, cruel and uncivilized. In
one poster, comparing British nurses to their German counterparts, the slogan read "WOUNDED AND A
PRISONER/ OUR SOLDIER CRIES FOR WATER./ THE GERMAN "SISTER"/ POURS IT ON THE
GROUND BEFORE HIS EYES./ THERE IS NO WOMAN IN BRITAIN/ WHO WOULD DO IT./
THERE IS NO WOMAN IN BRITAIN/ WHO WILL FORGET IT" (Duffy).

10
stereotypical dimensions, where white equals good and black equals evil. Furthermore,
the forces of good are geographically separated from the forces of evil. The geographic
location of good (Rivendale and the Shire) on a map of Middle-earth corresponds to the
same relative location of Great Britain on a map of Europe. Conversely, the geographic
location of evil (Mordor) has the same orientation as Germany does to Great Britain. 10
While still speculative, this seeming geographic correlation does suggest Middle-earth's
moral plain might have been modeled on Tolkien' s view of WWI and even WWII
Europe, a fact which suggests that other aspects of war culture in Fellowship borrow
directly from Great Britain's war culture at the beginning of the Twentieth Century.
In addition to the impact of the war, Tolkien's vision of good and evil likely was
influenced by his fervent Catholicism. Unlike most of England at the beginning of the
twentieth century, Tolkien's mother was a Roman Catholic, a faith she converted to in
1900 (Shippey). Though estranged from several family members because of this
conversion, Tolkien's mother raised her two sons as Catholics for four years and, shortly
before dying, left them as wards to a Catholic Father named Francis Morgan. Morgan
arranged for Tolkien's continued care and education. Tolkien remained a fervent
Christian throughout his life and the religion became a defining characteristic. Biblical
legends and Christian doxology find a number of parallels in Fellowship and throughout

10

This is a point that would serve for a good deal of discussion in another paper. Walter Scheps argues,
quite persuasively, that the geography of"Middle-earth is morally charged" (42). That is to say, evil and
good are geographically defined. According to Tolkien 's maps, the areas of good, such as Rivendale,
Numenor (the land from which the Rangers came) and the Shire, are always located in the north and in the
west. The areas of evil, such as Mordor, are conversely located in the south and in the east. The north-east
and south-west are morally ambiguous areas. For instance, Mirkwood, which is located in the North-East,
houses the offspring of the monster-spider Shelob and is also home to Legolas' elven people (42). This
geographical orientation was likely influenced by Tolkien's experiences with European relations during
and after WWI. On a European map, the areas which would have seemed "good" to Tolkien (the British
forces) are located in the Northwest and the areas of relative evil (the German forces) are located in the
Southwest. An interesting correlation.

11

The Lord of the Rings. For instance, Sauron and his minions seem very similar to
Christian views of Satan and his demonic hordes. The novel also represents too much
learning as evil when Elrond warns the council at Rivendale that "It is perilous to study
too deeply the arts of the Enemy, for good or for ill" (Fellowship 347). Culturally, this
view could parallel Adam and Eve's expulsion from the garden where the pair
transgressed God's law by partaking of the forbidden fruit from the Tree of Knowledge
of Good and Evil (King James Bible, Gen. 2-4). After eating, they were expelled from the
garden for too much knowledge (Gen. 3:22-24). Though there are many more parallels
that could be explored, let it suffice to say that Christianity is intertwined throughout
Tolkien's narrative. The allusions to and cultural foundation of Fellowship in JudeoChristian doctrine alienates the work from its Chinese readers because most Chinese only
have passing acquaintance with Christian doctrine, culture and thought. 11
While the influences of the Great War and Tolkien's faith loom largely across the
battles and inner morality of Middle Earth, his influences in the construction of the novel
were largely philological. Fred Hoyt, a graduate philology student and teacher at the
University of Texas at Austin who has studied the linguistic background of Middle-earth,
argues in his classes that "Tolkien believed [people] couldn't separate a language from its
cultural context" (Gerrow). As a professional scholar of linguistics, Tolkien held a
number of academic positions between 1918 and 1959, including Professor of AngloSaxon at Oxford and Metton Professor of English Language and Literature. Just as in his
youth, Tolkien's main love was the study of Anglo-Saxon (Old English) and many of its
11

With the cultural revolution at the beginning of Mao Zi Dong's rule, religion was forcibly discouraged
and the Communist party held authority over the population of China. In Taiwan, most Chinese remain
devout Buddhists, though a good number have converted to Christianity, due mostly to the work of
evangelists from various denominations. As a whole, Christian doctrine is still very foreign to the majority
of Chinese people around the world.
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related languages, including Old Norse, Old High German and Gothic. Though he, like
many philologists, had at least a cursory knowledge of several other European languages,
his linguistic career saw little study of the Far Eastern languages. Linguistically, as well
as culturally, Tolkien was a Westerner. Tolkien's affinity for and expertise in these
Northern European languages affected his eventual creation of Elvish, Dwarvish and
other dialects that run throughout Fellowship. Both Western and Chinese readers
typically understand the exoticism and mysticism of Tolkien's languages when the
languages are written in their original characters. 12
Fellowship's fantasy background follows largely the tradition of Western fairy
stories. 13 Tolkien believed strongly in the power of fairy stories, as he called them, which
he said had a function similar to that of the Christian Gospel, writing at one time that
their purpose was to communicate a "fleeting glimpse of joy ... beyond the walls of the
world, poignant as grief' (Van der Peet 17). To Tolkien, however, many traditional
examples of "fairy stories" were inadequate in that they either dismissed the story as a
dream or illusion (such as Carroll's Alice in Wonderland) or wrote them as allusion or
satire (such as Swift's Gulliver's Travels). Tolkien hated allegory and repeatedly
affirmed that The Lord of the Rings was "not an 'allegory"' (Letters 41 ). To Tolkien, a
fairy story needed to be heavily immersed in magic, but that the magic had to seem real
in the context of the created world. Because he borrowed on the magical tradition of "The
Princess and the Goblin" and "Snow White," Tolkien's stories are more readily
understood by Western audiences. Tolkien's emphasis on magic realism helps explain
why he spent nearly fourteen years writing The Lord of the Rings and imbuing the books
12

If the languages were translated into Chinese, readers would have difficulty discerning what was
originally written in English and what was written in Elvish, Dwarvish or the black tongue of Mordor.
13
For instance, the work of the Brothers Grimm, Hans Christian Andersen and Oscar Wilde.

13

with many of the pastoral qualities of England. During that time he borrowed from
Western culture what he needed to create the culture of Middle-earth.
Tolkien's Western influences and, to a lesser extent, his Englishness appear
throughout Fellowship, from the names for many of the locations (e.g. the Shire), to the
descriptions of Middle Earth's landscape which suggest English forests, plains and hills.
Critics of Tolkien's work tend to agree with Deborah Rogers that Tolkien's "experience,
sentiments, and his literary heritage are English" which means that his style of expression
is also English (Rogers 69). As Chris Hopkins argues, Tolkien's works "are particularly
rich and complex expressions of various kinds of Englishness, which draw on both
nineteenth- and twentieth-century ideas about English national identities" (278). The
hobbits sit around smoking and growing vegetables, and they spend a large portion of
their time at The Green Dragon pub after work, a description quite aptly applied to many
parts of pastoral England. The hob bits, which seem more like real-world humans than
any other creatures in The Lord of the Rings, have a number of distinct idioms and all
speak the common language, which Tolkien said a number of times, corresponds directly
to English (Letters 178). The reader follows some of the hob bits, the main characters of
the tale, and spends a good deal of time trampling through their social mores and culture,
which draw directly on Tolkien's own English culture. The Englishness of the novel
alienates it from potential readers that live outside the book's cultural tradition. Van der
Peet argues in his thesis that the cultural alienation originally posed such difficult
problems that the Chinese translators of the 1998 editions of Fellowship over-translated
and miss-translated in their attempt to transmit the cultural complexity of Tolkien's world
(45).

14
Beyond the English, Christian and other Western cultural influences in
Fellowship, the fact remains that the tale involves a unique cultural base in magic and
myth that both combines and reinvents classic romance and fairy stories. As Walter
Scheps argues, along with other critics, "the most salient characteristic of Tolkien's
creation is that it is his creation" (41 ). Tolkien in reality created a new world and culture
that, while stemming from and influenced by several aspects of Western culture already
mentioned, must be well-understood by an audience before the book can be appreciated:
"For this world he has created a self-contained geography, with maps, a mythology and
balladry, a history in great depth and completeness of organization stretching back far
behind the time span of his story." (Scheps 41). Fuller's suggestion that Tolkien created a
self-contained novel means that any translation of the text must also be self-contained
and able to, culturally, stand on its own. The terms chosen by the Chinese translators in

Fellowship to define the world of Middle Earth must be internally consistent in order to
help readers accept Tolkien's world the way he intended it.
The world created by Tolkien has had long-lasting effect on popular culture. Few,
if any, critics could disagree with Tolkien's almost single-handed creation of and
influence on the heroic fantasy industry:

The Lord of the Rings furthermore made a major change in public literary taste,
creating a wave of imitations. 'Heroic fantasy' remains one of the most
commercially successful literary genres and has had a significant impact upon the
entertainment industry, from electronic games to movies. (Shippey)
Those games, movies and books are perennial favorites of the industry. The genre he
inspired has traveled around the world as part of a global culture. One of the most

15
interesting notes in the proliferation of Tolkien' s fantasy genre is that the influences of
Tolkien's work reached China, Taiwan and other Asian countries long before Tolkien's
actual novels did. While the 1998 translation of The Lord of the Rings has already helped
popularize a Chinese genre of imaginative fiction known as ll¾J 1J,iR(mo huan xiao
shuo - "Magic (or Mystic) Novels"), the books were largely foreign to Taiwan's literary
climate until recent years.
The culture of both Tolkien's Middle-earth and the Western world from which it
arose, remain daunting obstacles for Chinese readers. Ethnographic translation becomes
even more convoluted when it must also work around novel-specific, fabricated culture.
Because of this high degree of difficulty and the foreign culture of Fellowship, previous
translations of the text fell into a number of pitfalls that left the translation "far from
satisfying" (Van der Peet 12). While it would be helpful to read Van der Peet's thesis
firsthand, most readers would gain little because the thesis is written for an audience
fluent in both Chinese and English (he does not translate Chinese excerpts back into
English or vice versa). A brief synopsis of his thesis, however, is well within the realm of
possibility and necessity. By understanding Van der Peet's assessment of the previous
translations of Fellowship, we can better see the improvements made in the 2002 edition.

IV. Middle-earth in the Middle Kingdom Part I: Previous Chinese Translations of
The Fellowship of the Ring
In order to understand the particular ways the 2002 edition of Fellowship
succeeded in its translation of the book's Western culture, we should first understand
previous editions of the book, particularly the ways in which Van der Peet claims they
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failed in their ethnographic translation duties. 14 The Lord of the Rings was first published
by two independent publishing companies in 1998 in Taiwan and later distributed in
Hong Kong. The ~% (wanjia - "ten thousand families") version of the trilogy, which
bears the title

~V!XZ-3::.
(mo jie

zhi zhu- "Devil Ring Lord"), splits the original three-

volume set into a number of smaller volumes, thirteen total. Typically published with {I

tt¥J:~~~e,(huo bi te Ii xian ji -

"The Hobbit") in a total of fifteen volumes, this

version's size and publishing style are suggestive of the Chinese ft.\'.;{~1J\~(wuxia xiao
shuo - "Military Heroic Novel"), commonly known as knight-errant novels (20). The
cover art and inside illustrations also match traditional

!EC~(wu xia "Military

Heroic")

novels. The knight-errant novels are a major form of adolescent entertainment in Taiwan
and in the mainland and the genre has spread to film and television with several books
and movies making their way to America annually. 15 This particular edition of The Lord
of the Rings accommodated the book's high romantic tradition into a context more easily
accepted by young Chinese readers (Van der Peet 42).
Though~%

(wan jia - "ten thousand families") seemed to cater its publication

of The Lord of the Rings to Taiwanese youth, the 1998 ~~~*~ (lian jing - "united classics")
edition of the novel published the novel with a more adult audience in mind (Van der
Peet 20). All six books are included in one volume in the

~~M~

(lian jing - "united

classics") edition, similar to many English editions and more closely related to books
14

Van der Peet's thesis is the chief source for this section of the paper. All technical details surrounding the
publishing of the 1998 editions of The Lord of the Rings as well as the Chinese excerpts are taken from the
thesis. Any analysis of the translations made by Yan der Peet will be cited as such. All other analysis,
unless otherwise noted, is the work of the author.
15
To get a better idea of what these books and films look like, readers can visit the Japanese Manga comics
section of any Borders or Barnes & Noble bookstores.
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normally published for adult readers in Taiwan (Van Der Peet 21). Unlike the ~*(wan
jia - "ten thousand families") edition, however, the

~~Mill
(lian jing - "united classics")

did not publish any of the maps which Tolkien once said were "absolutely essential" to
understanding his work (Letters 168). (The exclusion may be because the maps were
considered too childish for inclusion in adult fiction). The

~~M.fil
(lian jing

- "united

classics") edition does include a translated prologue and foreword, but neglects the
extremely lengthy and complicated appendices which contain explicit information on the
cultural, historical and linguistic background of Middle Earth. Both the
"united classics") and the~*

~~tt.fil.
(lian jing

-

(wan jia - "ten thousand families") editions omit an index

of any form.
According to Van der Peet, the mistakes that exist within these pioneer
translations of The Lord of the Rings include sloppiness, insufficient sensitivity to the
source language, mistranslations of proper nouns and, most importantly to our discussion,
a lack of understanding the larger mythological setup of Middle-earth and the Western
culture that created it (46-4 7). Because our current purpose is to examine ethnographic
translation in the 2002 edition, we will forego Van der Peet's accusations of sloppiness
and briefly examine his analysis of cultural translation. A few examples of Middleearth's poorly communicated cultural background should serve our purpose.
Tolkien's fabricated languages lack the feeling associated with the source text in
the 1998

~~tt.fil
(lian j ing -

"united classics") edition of The Lord of the Rings. The

linguistics of Middle-earth can be translated into Chinese in one of two ways: Either by
transliterating the words into Chinese characters, or by leaving the phrases and words in
their original Romanized rendering (which, while just as meaningless, nevertheless
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conveys the linguistic culture of Middle-earth). In keeping with the foreign nature of the
work, Van der Peet suggests (and I agree) that the latter option would be preferable to the
former because the system would insure Chinese readers remained aware of the different
languages being used (49). This system was used in the~*
families") edition. The

~~M~

(wanjia-

"ten thousand

(lian jing - "united classics") edition, however, decided on

the first option and transliterated the passages of Eh·ish, Dwarvish and other languages in
Chinese. In effect, by transliterating Tolkien's fabricated languages, the 1998 ~gM~
(lian
jing - "united classics") edition of Fellowship lost part of the aesthetic, cultural feeling of
Middle-earth.
Because the most recent edition of Fellowship was published by ~~µ*~ (lian j ing "united classics"), we will, for the interest of space, leave the analysis of the 1998 ~*
(wanjia-

"ten thousand families") edition solely in the hands of Van der Peet. Because

of space considerations, Tolkien's poem, "The Lord of the Rings," which is included both
before and within the main text of Fellowship, should concisely facilitate an
understanding of the 1998 translation and a discussion of the differences in cultural
translation between the 1998 and 2002 versions of Fellowship. According to Van der Peet,
the 1998 ~gµ*~
(lian jing - "united classics") edition renders the poem as follows:

- ~wJ~*-t:;RiffT B"J
I J\f~B ~ ~,
-t:~Hx:m*-tEftcps"J1J\~AZ1,
n~f!xJ~*-ti1.'.xE:92,7f7
-~B"JA,
- ~Hx:m*-t
~J!f cpB"J~*::E
;lj:~)'f~ttgjjEl3-J=,·~~,1~~-

@~flxJ~~f~7B1ft

Mz£L'.¥rg~B{Fi,
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m~tixJ~m@l7~frt jfzM%~1r,~ffl!~s§~cp.

*

n EE~Jt Mw3ii*~.

! i~~ ~ tili

(Van der Peet 107)
san mei jie zhi gei tian di xia de xiao jing ling guo jun
qi mei jie zhi gei shi ting zhong de xiao ai ren zhi wang
jiu mei jie zhi gei zhu diang mian bu liao yi si de ren
yi mei jie zhi gei hei an zhong de hei da wang na me duo di fang you yi pian mo ying long zhao zhe.
zhe mei jie zhi fa xian le ta men, bing qie zhang guan zhe ta men,
zhe mei jie zhi dai hui le ta men, bing jiang ta men jingo hei an zhi zhong.
shi! Na me duo di fang you yi pian mo ying long zhao zhe.
"Three rings give earth-bound monarchs of the small sprites/spirits
Seven rings give small dwarf kings in stone halls
Nine rings give people destined unavoidably to die
One ring give the dark king in his darkness So many places obey an evil shadow shrouding them.
This ring discovers the other rings, moreover is in charge of them,
This ring will return the other rings and confine them in darkness.
Yes! So many places obey an evil shadow shrouding them."

Also, for the sake of comparison, here is the poem in its original:
Three Rings for the Elven-kings under the sky,
Seven for the Dwarf-lords in their halls of stone,
Nine for Mortal Men doomed to die
One for the Dark Lord on his dark throne
In the Land of Mordor where the Shadows lie.
One Ring to rule them all, One Ring to find them,
One Ring to bring them all and in the darkness bind them
In the Land of Mordor where the Shadows lie. (Fellowship 8).
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The names for the races of Middle-earth in the 1998 ij~~~~ (lian jing - "united
classics") translation suggest creatures culturally removed from their English originals
and, as we shall see in the next section, from the translations used in the 2002 edition. In
some cases, the differences are small, but the creatures seem to exist not in the deep
culture of Middle-earth but in something more akin to creatures in the Chinese cultural
tradition. Van der Peet accurately suggests that the translation of Elvish Kings as

ilti·

J<ll1i

1

(xiao jingling guo jun - "small spirit monarch") misrepresents the vision of the

noble, dignified first children of Iluvatar Tolkien placed in his story (108). Instead,
because of the addition of

J, (xiao - "small") before ~m'.(jingling - "elf'), most

1

Chinese would be apt to see creatures more along the lines of the sprites and fairies that
populate the fairy tales of the Brothers Grimm (108). Likewise, the addition of
"small") to

1J,(xiao -

ffl.A (ai ren- "small people") conjures the image of a certain kind ofpigmy

instead of the proud and secretive race of Dwarves Tolkien envisioned. Removing

J,

1

(xiao - "small") would render a translation that, when combined with the descriptions of
dwarves used in the book, would render an image of the creatures more closely connected
to Tolkien's vision. The Chinese version of the poem suggests that "them" (as in "One
ring to rule them all") refers to the rings given to each of the people's of Middle-earth.
However, the internal history of Middle-earth suggests that Sauron had no need to lure in
the rings themselves (the rings were either already in his control or irrevocably lost; for
instance, at least four of the Dwarven rings were lost or destroyed by dragons). I would
again side with Van der Peet in his suggestion that by "them," the poem actually refers to
the free races of Middle-earth (110).
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Stylistically, the poem seems to be adopting the form of the English original. In
Chinese, however, this effect lacks clarity and does not fit the Chinese poetic tradition. In
general, poetic-aesthetic translation theory suggests that the form chosen to translate
poems will reflect the prosody of the source language. However, often the best
translations call for translators to map "original, formal prosodic elements onto nearcorresponding elements of target prosody" (Cayley 769). In this case, as we shall see
during the discussion of the 2002 translation of the poem, accommodating the Western
poetic style into the Chinese tradition more effectively communicates the poetic quality
of the original for the target audience. The form of the poem also disconnects lines five
and eight from the lines directly preceding them (line four and six). The "Dark lord"
doesn't simply sit in an indefinable darkness as the Chinese version would suggest, but is
located in the land of Mordor - a fact not revealed in the poem. Overall, the poem distorts
the book's internal culture and lacks the clarity of the English original.
The translations of Fellowship that dominated the Chinese market for four years
did not represent Western culture or the culture of Middle-earth, in terms satisfying to
either a native English or native Chinese speaker. It is no surprise then that, in 2002,

~?Mfil

(lian jing - "united classics") released their new translation. I can only speculate as to the
reason the publishers chose to retranslate and publish a book only four years after the
release of the original: perhaps, with the release of Jackson's film trilogy, they saw an
opportunity to make more money; perhaps they became embarrassed by the sloppiness
and mistranslations that Van der Peet argues flow throughout the original translation; or
perhaps even greater cultural relations with the United States than in years past prompted
them to adopt a more Western friendly edition. Whatever the reason, the translators of the
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2002 edition did in fact choose to adopt Western culture and the culture of Middle-earth
envisioned by Tolkien while accommodating that culture with several additions that
would help Chinese readers more fully understand the book's foreign background.

V. Middle-earth in the Middle Kingdom Part II: Western Culture in the 2002
Prefatory Material

-i:®r!i.;;1s:
(quan

~~t*~

xin yi ben - "new and complete"): these words sit at the top left-

hand comer of the front page on the latest Chinese translation of Fellowship and suggest
to Chinese readers that they should expect something different from previous editions.
That difference, it seems, is Western culture. The 2002 edition, published by ~~Mfil.
(lian
jing - "united classics"), includes prefatory materials which help the Chinese audience
envision both the Western culture and the culture of Middle Earth in Fellowship. For
instance, the cover for the book prominently features a screen shot from Jackson's trilogy
which ties Tolkien's words to Jackson's visuals. Also, The Lord of Rings is published,
like most current English editions, in three volumes, and each section of the series
includes a number of illustrations by American artist, and Tolkien enthusiast, Alan Lee.
In any book, the inclusion of visual aids strongly determines how the locations,
characters and events in the book will be visualized by its readers. The dependence on
Lee's art and Jackson's films for the visuals in Fellowship suggests the publisher chose to
adopt the work's source culture. It is of note, however, that few of the basic English
editions now in print contain artwork of any kind. It seems that the addition of these
pictures actually accommodates the material for the target culture. We will return to a
more in-depth analysis of Lee's artwork later.
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In addition to the artwork, the 2002 edition has a number of features not included
in the previous Chinese translations (most of which are also not included in the prefatory
material in the English versions of the book). The purpose of the inclusions seems to be
helping Chinese readers better understand the books foreign/fantasy culture. One such
addition is a full-color map of Middle-earth based on the Tolkien's original, hand-drawn
map. Tolkien once said that the full-map of Middle-earth was "absolutely essential" to an
understanding of the book's culture (Letters 168). The 1998 ~~~t-fil
(lian jing - "united
classics") did not include this map. (As mentioned previously, Van der Peet speculated
the reason might be that the translators feared such an inclusion would make the book
seem too adolescent [42]). The maps play a large part in a conceptual view of Middleearth, which is perhaps why the publishers decided to include it in these later editions.
Also, the map helps geographically orient the reader to the areas of evil and good and the
journey of the ring to Mordor.
The differences between the map in the English version and the map in the
Chinese translation are few and seem to be the result of a perceived need to modernize
Tolkien's original.

16

More than anything, however, the lack of departure from the original

map suggests the publishers desire to fully adopt the book's Western original. The
Chinese version includes all the place names of the original with an accurate
representation of the rivers, lakes, coastal boundaries and forested areas Tolkien indicates
on the English map. The Chinese version is computer generated and in full color. An
enlarged section of the map is set in the ocean which shows the area directly surrounding
Hobbiton (where the first several chapters of Fellowship are set). The last addition is an

16

For a reproduction of the Chinese and English maps, please see the Appendix, Fig. 3-5.
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intricate compass with a watermark of a war banner. The compass/watermark seem to
represent the adventure qualities of the book more than any conscious decision to depart
from Tolkien's original.
Like the map, much of the book's prefatory material is translated from the English
original, including Tolkien's foreword and prologue. Both of these sections were
included in the 1998 ~~Mill
(lian j ing - "united classics") edition. The latest edition,
however, also includes prefatory sections that are neither included in the 1998 edition,
not translated from an English original. Each of the additions to the introductory material
gives great insight into the cultural translation of the 2002 edition of Fellowship and the
ways the publishers have met Chinese reader's need for more cultural information. The
first of these unique sections,

Jj[fEOOYtZM
(lu cheng kai shi zhi qian -

"before the

journey starts"), is more or less a sales pitch explaining what a reader can expect from the
novel. The first two sentences make the claim that all people would enjoy the book
because of its power to move people:

~~m®R~~~•=+~~B~A~~~~~*ffl,~m#~~~Mfflm

~•-~m<•~>~~~m-aw~~~-,~~~~m-*~*~¥~[dui yu na xie zhi xiang yao xin shang er shi shi ji zui dong ren shi shi de du zhe
lai shuo, zhu wei bing bu xu yao yue du zhe wen zhang. Yin wei Mo Jie shi xian
cheng wei yi pian hao kan de gu shi, ran hou cai cheng wei yi ben wei da de zhu
zuo - "To those readers who only want to enjoy the most moving epic of the
twentieth century, you don't need to read this essay. This is because The Lord of
the Rings starts out as a good story and then becomes a masterful work of
literature."]

(~Mtrm BBi)
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Just as the American and British scholarly community has become more accustomed to
the literary merit of The Lord of the Rings, the prefatory material in the 2002 edition
touts the book's literary worth. 17
The suggestion that Fellowship and the other sections of The Lord of the Rings
are among the greatest epics of the Twentieth century is high praise from a culture which
was only introduced to the story in 1998. If nothing else, this section does give a glimpse
of the growing popularity of Tolkien in China. However, the praise introduces a book
well outside the traditional Chinese canon and, therefore, signals the growing acceptance
of the book's Western and fantasy culture. The essay discusses Tolkien's literary
achievements at length, arguing that he 00EiJ71tri:J:X~B"J1~:Y"BJ:
(kai chuang
tJI le qi
huan wen xue de zhang he da jiang - "started the incredible flow of 'magic literature"')
and that, without his influence, we wouldn't have the current number of video games,
movies and stories that make up the commercially successful fantasy genre. Interestingly
enough, this essay even speculates that without the path laid by Tolkien, George Lucas
would have been unable to create Star Wars. Quite earnestly, then, the publishers of this
section suggest that The Lord of the Rings qualifies, because of its cultural impact and its
ability to move people, as the book of the century:

</'1i:Jtx:>#~l!El~:x~__ts"]fflGfilitrmfflG~tt!:*cZ~.t§&B"J,E~lz;l~}~WJA,C,,B"J
1J£ffiJ~IA fr~~ EBa _:ts"}g?J~EJ~~££~,lif:tJ!H~7 ~t!m. M"f~9ttT

-~B"JmH*, f~ili~~OO!lt~fl::ks"JntHiJt__tmMi!itrENs"J
±tttw... cp
(Mo Jie bing fei yin qi wen xue shang de chengjiu shijie zhi shu, xiang fan de, ta

shi yin qi han dong ren xin de Ii liang er rang ren men bu you zi zhu de ren tong ta,
jing Ii dong dong kao yan cai huo de le zhe gui guan. Dang ni fan zhu xia yi ye de
17

The MLA International Bibliography lists 1624 articles about Tolkien's writings, at least a third of which
deal directly with his most famous work.
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shi hou, nin ye jiang kai na ge wei dado lu cheng, tu shang yuan yuan liu chang
de zhong tu shi jie - "The Lord of the Rings isn't necessarily the book of the
century because of its literary accomplishment, it is because of the book's ability
to shake popular culture that people are moved and unable to resist identifying
with the book; this is a laurel only obtained after many tests. When you tum a
page in the novel, you are beginning the journey and stepping into the deep and
distant world of Middle Earth ... ")

(J!iMl§$ BBiii)

This essay suggests more than that the publishers wanted to make money on their venture
by praising the literary merit of the book. It also suggests that the source culture of the
book was acceptable to a Chinese audience. This acceptance helps explain why the
translators were willing to adopt the book's Western culture.
In many ways, the 2002 edition could be called the Chinese critical edition of The
Lord of the Rings. Though not quite Norton, each of the new sections gives Chinese
readers more information than would be available in English editions, presumably to help
them understand and accept the book's unique culture. The second essay in the opening
section, -&x:$P'J1fr(gushi j ian j ie - "a brief introduction of the story"), resembles
Tolkien's prologue in that it is intended to explain terms unfamiliar to Chinese culture
and set up the world of Middle Earth, much as Tolkien's prologue set up the world of
hobbits for readers unfamiliar with his unique creation. The section outlines, in cursory
depth, the story of the ring as it relates to Fellowship, including an explanation of the
Nine Riders, the Hobbits, and a brief history of the Third Age of Middle Earth. This
outlined version of the story indicates the desire of the translators and publishers to
preserve authorial intent and translate Tolkien's culture (both Western and fantasy) in his
own terms. After reading this section and the translation of Tolkien's own prologue,
Chinese readers would have a solid base in the book's cultural background.
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Because of the problem of transliteration and the extremely foreign nature of
Tolkien's creatures, the publishers included the

fin~A17,7Jft*-B
(dong

zu ren wujie shao

- "introduction of races and principal characters") which includes a list and description of
hobbits, dwarves, ores, elves and characters like Gandalf and Saruman. The section is a
sort of cultural compass further preparing the reader for the book's cultural background.
This list, which follows the i'i"5<:$fiJjf
(gut shi jian j ie - "a brief introduction of the story"),
sets up the world the reader is about to enter. The list of principle characters allows the
Chinese reader to more easily identify their transliterated names while placing them
succinctly in their roles in Middle Earth.
Like the 1998 edition, the most recent translation of Fellowship includes the
Chinese translation of the poem "The Lord of the Rings" which precedes the main body
of the story (and is the last part of the prefatory materials). However, the translation is
significantly different from the 1998 version and reflects both the translators'
understanding of Western culture and their seeming desire to accommodate the poem for
Chinese readers. Here is the 2002 translation:

18

~--rffillfi-=-t±X:.
rtg@~A1~tnt,
~JEfLA1~nm.
~~ftJ):Jt□t1t{t,

lffl-=E~fitt?iUtnt.
:¥#nt, !JJKm:
:¥#nt, ~JKm,
~W::¥#slJKm,
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Remember that the 1998 translation and the English original are located on pages 19-20 of this thesis.
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~ffl15<Hx:~Bfttp,
M:g,~fijtBiif~{f.

(JJI~tnmatJ1)
Tian xiajing ling zhu sanjie,
Di di air en de qi jie,
Shou ding fan ren chijiujie,
Mo duo yao jing an ying fu,
Yan wang zuo yong zhi zunjie.
Zhi zunjie, yu zhongjie,
Zhi zun j ie, xun zhong j ie,
Mo j ie zhi zun yin zhong j ie
Jin gu zhongjie hei an zhong,
Mo duo yao j ing an ying fu.
The elves under the sky forged three rings
Dwarves at the base of the earth obtained seven rings
Ordinary men who must die hold nine rings
Within the borders of Mordor where the shadows lie,
The king of hell sits with the most senior ring.
The most senior ring controls the multitudes,
The most senior ring finds the multitudes,
The evil senior ring draws the multitudes in,
The ring binds the multitudes in darkness,
Within the borders of Mordor where shadows lie.
The translation of the poem concisely captures the culture of Middle-earth in both the
names of the characters in the poem and the history of the rings. Though it takes some
liberties with the placement of lines, the poem fits Chinese poetic tradition (which is
concerned with rendering meaning as concisely as possible) and translates the cultural
foundation of the words into Chinese. Stylistically, each line has seven characters, except
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for the middle two lines which have six, and follows the grammatical style of classic
Chinese poetry. 19 For a Chinese reader, the style is familiar and inviting.
In addition to the accommodated style and prosody of the poem, the words chosen
correctly detail the book's internal culture/history, even more so than the English original.
For instance, unlike the 1998 translation, this version suggests that the "them" in "One
ring to rule them all" refers not to the rings held by the various races, but to the races
themselves - the multitudes of Middle-earth. The history of the rings is superbly
identified. For instance, in the 2002 version, the

ffl~

(jingling - "elves") actually f#

(zhu - "make") their rings, unlike the other rings given to Dwarves and men which were
forged by Sauron. The poem also suggests that while the Dwarves at one time were given
their rings, the mortal men still :j:~(chi - "hold") them. All of the rings of the dwarves
were lost before the beginning of The Lord of the Rings. Of course, as we come to learn
in the second chapter of Fellowship, the nine rings are in fact still held by mortal men
who have become the Nazgul, or Black Riders.
The poem also sets up a more accurate picture of Middle-earth's races than its
predecessor. Though incomplete without further clarification later in the book, the word
used for elves more easily fit Tolkien's high vision because the 2002 edition does not add

+ (xiao -

"small") to ~,_;:(jingling - "elves, sprites, spirits"). The dwarves, far from the

small, short kings of the 1998 version, are now allowed a height greater than that of the
hobbits, an effect caused simply by removing

1J\(xiao -

"small") from

~A

(air en -

"short men"). All of these suggestions were made by Van der Peet while analyzing the
1998 editions as the best way to handle the ethnographic translation of the races of
19

There are a number of ways in which this poem departs from that tradition (repeating characters, for
instance), but those departures are discussion for another paper.
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Middle-earth (110-12). More of the poem's cultural qualities will arise in our discussions
later on, but for now, let it suffice that the poem fits smoothly into Tolkien' s cultural
landscape.
Overall, the introductory materials indicate the translators' desire to transmit the
book's source culture, through accommodation, in a format palatable for a Chinese reader.
Though our information about previous translations is scanty, it is clear that the preface,
prologue, introduction of races and principle characters, introduction of the story and
explanation of why The Lord of the Rings has become so popular all work together to set
the 2002 edition of Fellowship apart from previous translations by making it the most
Western-oriented translation of the novels yet published.

VI. Imagining Middle Earth: Visual Representations of Culture in Fellowship
The editor's decision to include Alan Lee's representations of narrative events in
Fellowship suggests their desire to adopt Western culture for their readers. The 1998 !ifi

*

(wanjia-

"ten thousand families") and

~yM,fil
(lianjing-

"united classics") editions

contained no artwork and, hence, Chinese readers were left on their own to visualize
Tolkien's world. When a book is translated from one culture to another, artwork often
accompanies the words in order to visually represent the story being told. The choice of
whether to include artwork from the source culture or the target culture will determine the
tone of the translation. Again, a painting of a Chinese dragon with a caption signifying
that the dragon is Smaug would change the Chinese reader's cultural conception of the
dragon from what Tolkien intended. Except for the screenshots from Jackson's trilogy
featured on the book's cover and a page separating the first book from the second, the
illustrations and visual aids in Fellowship were drawn by American artist Alan Lee. For
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nearly a decade, Lee has been the artist of choice in certain English editions of The Lord
of the Rings. For instance, fifty full-color plates, drawn by Lee, fill the 1996 edition of
the trilogy, published in celebration of what would have been Tolkien's 100th birthday
(Vadeboncoeur).

20

The ~~M~ (lian jing- "united classics") publisher's decision to include

Lee's work in the 2002 edition solidifies the Western and internal culture and vision of
Tolkien's world. Lee, raised in America and extremely familiar with Tolkien's own
culture, constructed his images in a form palatable and understandable to Western readers.
Had the publisher commissioned a Chinese artist to do the work, the cultural expression
of Middle-earth would likely have been significantly different.
There are fourteen full-page, color illustrations in Fellowship, each of which
displays an event in the narrative. Each of the illustrations draws on the Western
conceptions of both the races and specific characters of Middle Earth and the events
described. Though somewhat conceptualized, Lee's art brings the trolls, ores, elves and
wizards visually to life. Each of the paintings also includes a short, one or two sentence
caption which places the picture in context of the story, either by quoting a line from the
text, or by describing the characters and creatures in the picture. A discussion of a few of
these illustrations and their accompanying captions should suffice to show how these
visual aids are meant to help Chinese readers visualize Tolkien's Middle-earth.
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One of the first paintings in the novel features Frodo, Sam, Merry and Pippin
resting under large stone trolls who, as Fellowship makes clear, are the same trolls

20

English editions with artwork are more the exception than the rule and typically cost much more than
their regular hardcover or paperback equivalents. The 2002 ijM,fil(lian jing - "united classics") edition is a
low-end paperback.
21
The pictures are included in the Appendix, Fig. 6-8.
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included in the narrative events of The Hobbit. 22 Because a Chinese reader might be
unfamiliar with the Western conception of a troll, the caption identifies them by writing

"~A~m:JUtg*tE~Jtg_t, EJi_tif,~~-.." (shi ren yao luo mo di zuo zai cao di shang,
tou shang you wu chao - "the lonely stone trolls sat on the grasslands, and on their heads
were crows nests ... "). The picture helps the reader visualize

Piirt A

(ha bi ren -

"Hobbits") the way Lee interprets them and conceptualizes trolls which play a large role
in the battle in the mines of Moria (where Frodo is nearly killed by a cave troll).
Another painting at the beginning of the work clearly depicts Frodo and Gandalf,
arguably the story's main protagonists, in vivid detail. The picture depicts Gandalf
smoking after explaining the origin of the rings as Frodo ponders the meaning of what he

ta zheng chen mo di xi yan, kan zhe fo luo duo dong ye bu dong di chen si zhe - "for the
moment, he [Gandalf] sat silently smoking, watching Frodo as he sat and pondered").
Perhaps the most important result of this picture is that it helps Chinese readers size up
the different races in comparison to one other, showing how large a hobbit (Frodo) is
compared with a wizard (Gandalf).
Finally, a painting from the end of the book features the nine walkers (the
fellowship of the ring) in the deep mines of Moria. The arches and vaulted ceilings
appear almost Grecian, but are, in any case, indicative of classic Western architecture.
The hall is illuminated by a single, bright ray of light. In this case, the caption quotes a
section of the novel, writing

22

"W#(!"1:il3RB"J:½=c
, @JimtE::kftcp~" (zhao

she jin lai

In The Hobbit, Bilbo and his thirteen Dwarvish companions are captured by the Trolls who tum to stone
because the sun rises while they are busy arguing how to cook their captives.
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de guang mang, zhi jie luo zai da ting zhong yuan - "the brilliant light entered and
immediately fell on the center of the great hall"). As with the stone trolls, the caption
connects the reader's conception of Moria to the Western version of the Great Hall in the
picture. Though a Chinese reader may have had a different conception of the narrative
events, the artwork forces him or her to adopt the Western view of those events and the
world in which they take place.
The paintings, which were not included in either of the 1998 editions, are perhaps
the strongest evidence of the publisher's bias towards adopting Fellowship's source
culture. Each piece of art distinctly renders the artist's conceptualization which, for most
readers, dominates their own conceptualization of the narrative. In a certain sense, the
inclusion of the art in the normal paperback edition accommodates the work for Chinese
readers with no cultural foundation to help them visualize Tolkien's world. Hence, the
artwork helps with the ethnographic translation in the 2002 ~~M~ (lianjing - "united
classics") edition of Fellowship.

VII. En - Titled in the East: Examining "The Master/Lord of the Devil/Magic Ring"

The artwork and introductory materials suggest that the 2002 edition of
Fellowship both adopted and, to a certain extant, accommodated Western culture.
Likewise, the Chinese title of the book,~~~±.

(mo jie zhi zhu - "Lord/Master of the

Devil/Magic Ring") both adopts the Western culture inherent in the title and adds
additional meaning that conveys more of the book's self-contained fantasy culture. Titles
are tricky bits of translation. The fact is, the culture and history inherent in a title may not
translate well into the target culture. The difficulty of translating titles is such that
Frederick Tsai suggests it is often not "worthwhile for a translator to spend so much
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time" translating a title that might require a volume of notes longer than the text itself
("Book Titles," 78). 23 Though Tsai's point applied more to the case of source titles
included in an academic paper's bibliography (where such time and effort would yield
little advantage), his point applies to the translation of any title. In The Lord of the Rings,
fortunately, the translators derived a satisfactory Chinese rendering of the title, though
that rendering is culturally accurate, if not literally so. Anyone familiar with the tale of
the rings almost unconsciously associates the ring with Western concepts of evil. Because
this particular form of evil might not be transparent to Chinese readers, the translators
decided to directly connect the ring to evil in the title. The translation does not overstep
its bounds in terms of cultural translation because it is merely bringing to the surface the
novel's heavy connection to Judeo-Christian myth (which will be discussed at greater
depth in the next section).
Two of the characters in the Chinese title suggest cultural accommodation
because of their double meanings. The first of these characters,

M (mo), means "evil

spirit, monster, and devil as well as magic and mystic." Since the introduction of
Christianity to China, the term has been used to refer to Satan and his armies of devils
and is often associated with 'darkness' in Christian doctrine. Of course, in English,
"Rings" has no implication of evil or magic. Part of the necessity for this connection is
removed by the fact that most English readers are as familiar with Tolkien's tale as they
are with Hitchcock's Psycho; still, when the book first came out, it was just as foreign to

23

Tsai cites several examples, most especially that of the Chinese poet Yu Yue (5-H'J~).The title of his book,
Books of Spring in the Hall") contains a complicated
literary anecdote about a time when the author received recognition so great that he named his house after
the giver of the praise. According to Tsai, although all "Chinese literati" would recognize the depth ofYu's
feelings through the title, most translations would be elusive at best and impossible at worst ("Book Titles,"
78-79).

~:t:E'.i:-i:~(chun zai tang quan shu "Complete
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its English readers as its translation was/is to Chinese readers. In a sense, then, the
addition of r;t (mo - "devil, evil, magic") to ~ (iie - "ring") follows Chinese
linguistic/cultural tradition, by giving such a concise rendering of meaning within the
four-character title. Also, the title accommodates culture by bringing some of the
imbedded meaning of the book to the surface - more readily available for Chinese
readers.
The second character, ~ (zhu - "host, owner, master, advocate) aptly
accommodates the implied use of the word "Lord." In English, "Lord" has at least two
different models. The first, from a Christian viewpoint, is Jesus Christ, called by Isaiah,
"the Lord of hosts" (King James Bible, Isa. 9:7). The second is the English political lord
who fits into the hierarchy of English royalty. The first model is sacred while the latter is
secular; both, however, refer to a recognized leader who maintains some sort of control
over people or property. The Chinese title reflects both models with the character ~ (zhu
- "host, owner, master, advocate") which refers both to political lords and Jesus Christ.
Because of its connection to~
between±.

(mo - "devil, evil, magic"), however, the connection

(zhu - "host, owner, master, advocate") and Christ weakens and the Chinese

reader automatically thinks of a political lord. (Sauron, the actual Lord of the Rings is by
no means a Christ figure). The Chinese title is able to convey the secular authority of the
"Lord" Tolkien must have intended. Overall, the title is a very ready example of the
translator's cultural accommodation of Western culture instead of a direct adoption of
that culture.
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VIII. Translating the Shadow: A Cultural Basis in Evil
One of Tolkien's greatest achievements in Fellowship is his representation of evil,
seen most vividly in the attributes of Sauron and his twisted forces. The thing to
remember, however, is that evil is an extremely subjective concept that differs from
culture to culture. 24 Evil in the Western tradition rests on thousands of years of religious
and philosophical teachings embodied in Judea-Christian thought. Eastern conceptions of
evil borrow more from Buddhism. Evil, in the Tolkien sense, is based on the cultural,
Judea-Christian idea of Satan and his demonic hordes. In fact, while explaining the
spiritual basis for The Lord of the Rings to a pair ofreporters, Tolkien explained that he
was including "the fortresses of the Devil" in his tale (Letters 376). Sauron, himself a
very Satan-esque overlord, rules his black dominion filled with deformed minions
through fear. Tolkien spends nearly as much time, if not more, discussing the foulness of
the ores, trolls, Nazgul and other creatures that make up Sauron's forces as he does
explaining the origin of the good peoples of Middle Earth. In transforming Fellowship
into a palpable Chinese translation that captures the depth of evil Tolkien envisioned,
Sauron and the creatures that follow him are continuously associated with hell, demons,
devils, evil spirits and, most importantly perhaps, creatures once good that are now
twisted and fallen from grace. Thus they follow the same path as Lucifer (Satan), who
had once been referred to as the "son of the morning" (King James Bible, Isa. 14:12), but
became a fallen angel, cast-off from his creator and allowed, for a time anyway, to wreak
havoc on the good people of the world.

24

For instance, Western readers may condemn Achebe's Okonkwo and his tribe in Things Fall Apart for
murdering all new-born sets of twins (by leaving them in the woods) in order to appease the earth god, but
to the tribe the 'evil' thing would be letting twins live.
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Like his Judeo-Christian model, Sauron stands as the foul overlord of darkness in
Middle Earth. Tolkien's poem, "The Lord of the Rings," readily coveys the culture of
darkness surrounding Sauron. As mentioned earlier, the English version recounts the
story of all the rings of Middle-earth, all but three of which were created by Sauron
himself in the hopes of enslaving the free people of Middle Earth. Three rings were given
to the Elven kings, seven to the Dwarf-Lords, nine to mortal kings (who, as we will
discuss in more detail later, became the Ringwraiths) and one ring "for the Dark Lord on
his dark throne / in the Land of Mordor where the shadows lie" (Fellowship 8). The
Chinese rendering of this line reads

~~~ffl'.BfffJ{* / f3EE~t~:¥:f#tf[Muo
!Z

duo yao

j ing an ying fu / yan wang zuo yong zhi zun j ie - "On the borders of Mord or where

shadows lie / the king of hell sits grasping the most senior (powerful) ring"] ()))lx.1t

tffil±Il,

83). The translation of these lines heightens Sauron's association with Satan and with a
character already familiar to Chinese audiences -

rh'lr.(yan

wang - 'The King of Hell").

This title is also used for Yama, a god of death with parallel forms found in cultures all
over Eurasia ("Yama"). The same god appears as Yima in Zoroastrianism, Ymir in Norse
legend and

rffl~:7\.:E
(yan

other words, by using

mo da wang - "Emma") in Japanese Buddhism ("Yama"). In

rhj.:E(yan

wang - "The King of Hell") as the designation for "the

Dark Lord" (Sauron), the translators effectively connect him to extremely evil characters
(gods and devils) found in nearly every culture.
In the English version of the poem, Sauron is arguably less directly associated
with hell, referred to simply as "the Dark lord" (Fellowship 8). However, the cultural
background of most English readers would help associate the Dark lord sitting on his
dark throne with the archetypal Christian fiend Satan. Unversed in Judeo-Christian
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religious teachings as most Chinese are, the translators opted with a more direct
connection between Sauron and the powers of evil he controls; hence, his designation as

f5EE(Yan

Wang- "The King of Hell"). 25 By associating Sauron with the king of hell,

the Chinese version both incorporates Tolkien's cultural references to "darkness" in a
Christian sense and concisely accommodates this Satan figure into an easily understood
Chinese reference.
Like Satan, who is referred to in the Bible as Lucifer, the Devil and Beelzebub
(among other things), Sauron has a number of designations in Fellowship including "the
Black Shadow" (Tolkien 336), "the Enemy" (348), "the Lord of the Ring" (348) and
"Lord Sauron the Great" (316). The corresponding designations in the Chinese translation
are )'.I~ (Mo ying- "Demon Shadow"

[J.IM1tfffiB±l378]), )'.13:.(mo wang - "Prince of

the Devils" [392]) and ~{ffi37(:fS (Suo lun dajun - "Sauron Great Monarch" [357]). In
the Chinese version, "the Enemy" is also translated as "Prince of the Devils." Instead of
referring to him as the "Lord of the Devil Ring," as might have been expected, the
translators use a designation which suggests that Sauron, like his Judeo-Christian
counterpart, is the Prince of the Devils. The multiple names and designations for Sauron
in Fellowship strongly suggest, again, the relationship he holds to Satan. This relationship
is crucial to understanding the decision of the translators to include a reference to the
devil, evil spirits and darkness in nearly every version of Sauron's name.
In Fellowship, Sauron and the place where he rules are culturally intertwined;
much as Satan can never escape his association with hell, Sauron will always be tied to
Mordor. Going back to the poem "The Lord of the Rings," we find the name for Mordor

25

The word is also associated with a cruel and violent person.
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in Chinese is /Jl~~f (mo duo yao - "devils many demons"). As mentioned earlier, most
Western names are transliterated into Chinese based on corresponding sounds, sometimes
with little attention to meaning. With certain names, however, the individual characters
involved both transliterate the name and suggest the background or nature of the thing the
name represents. Such is the case with

/Ji~~f (mo duo yao -

"devils many demons").

While this sequence of characters most basic purpose is to transliterate Mordor into
equivalent Chinese sounds, it also clues the Chinese reader in on the fact that the land of
Mordor is a land filled with demons, devils and their derivatives (ores, trolls, etc.). By
using the character

/Ji (mo -

"demons, evil spirits") in both the names for Sauron and his

kingdom, the two are also linguistically entwined.
This technique of employing one Chinese character to linguistically connect
different creatures which are thematically connected in the story accommodates the
internal culture of Fellowship for Chinese readers. ~ (mo - "demons, evil spirits") is
used in the names for Sauron, Mordor, the One ring, the Balrog and the Ringwraiths. The
character )'I (mo - "demons, evil spirits") binds these creatures together thematically in
much the way the Ring binds the lesser rings of power to itself in Tolkien' s trilogy. Using
a single character in the translated names for different creatures tied together by the
cultural concept of evil helps create continuity for a reader unaware of the significant
Judea-Christian background from which the creatures stem.

IX. Into the Shadows: Proper Names and "Various Modes of Badness"
Nearly every creature fighting in Sauron's forces seems a transparent combination
of certain evil and uncivilized brutality. This has led many critics to discount Tolkien's
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writings as "juvenile," claiming that the characters he created are too flat and the story
deals only with absolutes (pure good vs. pure evil) (Wilson 314). The truth, however, is
that in the world Tolkien created, there are varying degrees of evil, as well as good.
Tolkien once referred to these varying degrees as "various modes of badness" (Letters
82). For example, the Ringwraiths, Sauron's most feared servants, were once men - kings
of Middle Earth - but succumbed to lust for power and fell into darkness and shadow.
Like Sauron himself who, originally created in goodness by Illuvutar (a Jehovah-like God
figure), chose evil and fell from grace, many of the creatures were originally good, but
chose wickedness (in the Christian-Judea sense of the word) and became twisted,
demonized and cast off (Silmarillion 26). The image of a purely evil monster finds no
equivalent in Fellowship.
Tolkien's vision of evil, which ranges from brutal to refined and ancient to
modem, is founded in Western culture. Many of the creatures embody certain
psychological problems (or sins) commonly associated with mankind in Christian belief.
(These problems include greed, lust, anger and the rest of the so-called seven deadly sins).
The creatures who make up the hordes of Sauron have either chosen evil or been created
in a twisted form where they are more apt to be wicked. Fellowship's dark forces were
once

"i§t!:!Jl1__t~*r
ElEB~f□.zp:B':J A 1F~"
(zhe shi j ie shang

ai hao zi you yu he ping de

ren men - "The people of the world who love freedom"), but gave in to Christian-Judeolike sins

(i.lret1tt'f!H!±1
407).

Beyond the difficulty of understanding foreign conceptions

of evil, most of the evil creatures Tolkien includes in the narrative have no equivalents in
the Chinese language. Likely, this fact posed a difficult problem for the translators who
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had to invent words to help Chinese readers picture creatures that are not a part of their
culture.
The Chinese names given to the different races making up the forces of darkness
in Fellowship explain significant traits of the creatures, typically associating them with a
goblin, demon, devil or evil spirit of some kind. English readers are given no such
accommodation (presumably because Tolkien knew they would have little difficulty
picturing the evil races of Middle-earth). The translation helps Chinese readers order the
creatures in terms of their cultural background which, in turn, affects their purpose in the
novel. The grunts of Sauron's forces, the ores, were once a high race of good creatures,
but were "corrupted and enslaved" by Sauron's master Melkor in the early history of
Middle Earth (Silmarillion 50). Tolkien, in nearly every case, created his own cultural
background for the evil creatures of Middle Earth, but did so in the Judea-Christian
tradition. By examining the Chinese names for these twisted creatures, we can begin to
understand the cultural translation necessary to distinguish between ores and balrogs or
trolls and elves.
According to Tolkien, the word ore is "derived from Old English ore [or]
'demon'" (Letters 178-9). The entire idea of ores, Tolkien wrote, borrows a lot from the
European/English idea of the goblin. But, even though Tolkien's view of ores borrows
from a creature common in Western myths and fairytales, the creatures Tolkien imagined
were somewhat different than the traditional Hans Christian Anderson kind of goblin.
Grunt-soldiers and servants of the Dark Power, ores were once elves, but were "ruined ...
and twisted" by "the Shadow" (Return 18). Culturally, Tolkien's conception of ores
(often represented as misshapen, barbaric human-like creatures), have found place in the
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work of other fantasists and even video game creators. As the first of a series of computer
based strategy games, Warcraft: Ores and Humans focused on the battle between the
forces of good (the humans) and the forces of evil (the ores). In the most recent
installment of the games, Warcraft Ill, ores appear (in full-color, 3D graphics) as bipeds
with green skin, sharp boar-like tusks, and an overall human-like appearance; they also
speak a rough, caveman version of English. This view is nearly identical to Tolkien's
vision of ores who he said were "corruptions" of humans (Letters 178). The Chinese
translation of ore -

*

~ A(ban shou ren - "half beast men") - seemingly opts for the

Western culture, choosing to translate the ores in terms of Tolkien's human "corruptions"
(178). For a Chinese reader, the term accommodates the internal culture of Middle-earth
and helps them picture ores.
Trolls, who play a part in The Hobbit, where they attempt to eat Bilbo and his
traveling companions, also enter into the narrative events of Fellowship. Unlike the ores,
the word for troll in Chinese stems not from their history, but from their particular brand
of evil. In Chinese, the creatures are called

it A-/ffi(shi ren yao -

"Eat people demon"), a

name which captures the most salient feature of the beasts. They are large, unintelligent
creatures who subsist on the flesh of men, dwarves, elves and even each other. The name
helps Chinese readers understand what Tolkien intended the ferocious beasts to be.
In some cases, such as the Balrog,
Ringwraiths,

~fl

~~~S-!JJEII
(xie e de si ling -

(huo mo - "fire demon"), and the

"evil, dead spirits"), the evil is more refined

than either trolls or ores. Like the trolls, however, the Chinese names for the creatures
focus on their most important characteristic. In the case of the Balrogs the evil is ancient.
As Tolkien wrote, "the Balrogs, of whom the whips were the chief weapons, were
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primeval spirits of destroying fire, chief servants of primeval Dark Power of the First
Age" (Letters 180). In order to capture the two most important characteristics of the
creatures, the translators did not transliterate the name (as might have been expected).
Instead, they combined the characters for fire and demon which suggests a creature
closely tied to Sauron in its evil, but one ever-surrounded by hellish flames. Likewise the
Ringwraiths death-like nature is emphasized.
In the representation of evil (as well as good), the 2002

~~Mill
(lianjing

- "united

classics") translation adopts the Western and novel-specific spirit of the evil characters
and accommodates the proper names for the races to reflect their chief characteristics.
These techniques help Chinese readers place the creatures in cultural terms that
accurately reflect their source. The translators focus on proper ethnographic
accommodation and translation sets the book apart from its predecessors.

X. The Well-bred Gaffer: An Ethnographic Impossibility of the Chinese Writing
System

The translators of the 2002 ~yM,fil
(lian jing - "united classics") edition did in fact
create a "new and complete translation" that adopted and accommodated the book's
Western culture. This edition managed to get rid of the "mistakes that often show an
amazing sloppiness on the side of the translators and editors" which Van der Peet argues
were found throughout the original 1998 translations (20). However, no translation is
objectively perfect. Many Chinese-English translation theorists agree that translating
English fiction becomes extremely difficult, especially because the translators are
generally Chinese people "who can write Chinese well" but have difficulty
comprehending the significant language and cultural nuances that might be "plain to an
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educated Englishman" (Tsai, "English Fiction," 263). But, even if the translator does in
fact understand the significant cultural nuances, there remain incompatibilities between
English and the Chinese writing system that no translator has yet been able to surmount.
One such difficulty of translation is the loss of accent and rural tone, a problem
which typically arises while translating English fiction to Chinese. To a large extent,
English-speaking culture stems from accent and provincial speaking patterns. One need
look no further than "My Fair Lady" to see that the way a character talks signifies to the
audience the culture that person was raised in. Frederick Tsai points to the dialogue of
Daniel Peggotty in Dickens' David Copperfield whose picturesque Yarmouth fisherman
speech has a distinctive flavor, for instance when he drops his h's. As Tsai correctly
suggests, "adequate translation" of dialogue like this into Chinese is "absolutely
impossible" ("English Fiction," 262). Even a rudimentary understanding of Chinese
prevents its speakers from making grammatical mistakes such as those that are a part of
nearly every accent form of English, Spanish and other European languages. The reason
does not lie in good Chinese breeding but instead it comes from the grammatical
simplicity of the writing system itself (262). In the Chinese writing system there is "no
inflexion of nouns (no gender, no case), verbs (no voices, moods, tenses, aspects,
numbers, and person), adjectives and adverbs (no degree)" and, hence, the writing system
simply does not allow for accents that drop letters or alter pronunciation to a great degree
(262).
In Fellowship, the rural hobbits speak with a very provincial tone, often dropping
letters or adding them as suits their need. "A decent, respectable hobbit was Mr. Drogo
Baggins; there was never much to tell of him, till he was drownded," Sam wise Gamgee's
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father (also known as the Gaffer) says to the hobbits gathered at The Green Dragon
(Fellowship 45). While it is easy to translate the general meaning of the dialogue, the
Chinese writing system has no means ofrepresenting the Gaffer's provincial tone. In the
Chinese text, the same line is rendered

~~~~~ffif~-1'-:tlf A , ttft!!nt9E.Zwi'aJ~1'-

*

5s!t § ~ a'g iXll]~ (de Iuo ge ba j in si shi ge hao ren, zai ta yan si zhi q ian ke shi ge j ie
shen zi ai de jia huo - "Drogo Baggins was a good hobbit. Before he drowned, he was a
respectable fellow"). The quaint Shire-talk of the gaffer does not transfer through the
Chinese writing system, though the translators do their best by, for instance, having the
Gaffer refer to Drogo as a "respectable fellow," a lexical choice not used in more
educated circles. Culturally, the Western tone of the dialogue is lost in the Chinese text.
The dialogue of other major players in the story, such as Gollum (who speaks for
the first time in The Two Towers), the Uruk-hai and other servants of Sauron and
Saruman, also loses its narrative power when translated into Chinese. But even though, as
yet, translation has not found a way to cope with ethnographic pitfalls like character
accent, translators render great service to their readers by taking ethnographic needs into
consideration. An exact copy may be impossible, but a skillfully adapted and
accommodated facsimile can often do just as well.

XI. Coca-Cola and Cross-culture Possibility: Translating American-Chinese
Relations
This analysis of Chinese ethnographic translation in The Lord of the Rings is
partly a symptom of China's growing prominence in world affairs. Newsstands around
the country and around the world constantly tout the emergence of Chinese economic
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power (just read any issue of The Economist published in the last few decades). ChineseAmerican cultural understanding is the key to the future of both superpowers in the
emerging globally-connected world and the place of individuals within that future. The
central discovery of this paper, that a book chose to adopt and accommodate Western
culture for its readers, is important because it suggests a Chinese attitude more accepting
of American culture than in the past.
Coca-Cola became the most important drink of the twentieth century because of
the company's ability to adapt slogans, trademarks and advertisements into the cultural
fabric of each country it entered (Handwerk). The lesson of the 1998 ~~tt-fil
(lian jing "united classics") edition, much like the lesson of the Chinese sign makers who chose to
"bite the wax tadpole," is that translators forego ethnographic considerations at their own
peril. The addition of a number of prefatory materials and cultural extras in the 2002

~~tt-fil

(lian j ing - "united classics") edition, as well as the complete culturally-accommodated
re-translation of the novel's prose and poetry, suggest the translators learned from their
previous mistakes. Like Coca-Cola, the translators adopted and accommodated The Lord
of the Rings into the Chinese cultural framework, at times giving excess background
information in order to help a Chinese reader understand the book's cultural framework.
What the successful ethnographic translation of major corporation brand names or
popular novels tells us about international political and cultural relations, however, is a
topic for another paper.
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Appendix

Fig. 1 A representation of Smaug painted by Tom Hildebrant, an American artist.

Fig. 2: Representation of a Chinese dragon.
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Fig. 3: The map of Middle-earth which appears in the 2002 ~~M~ edition of Fellowship,
created by a Chinese company called Howard Shen.
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Fig. 4: Map of Middle-earth in the English edition of Fellowship, drawn by Tolkien.

Fig. 5: This enlarged map of Gondor and Mordor is found at the end of the 2002 ~~M~
edition of Fellowship, perhaps to foretell the future journey of the ring in The Two
Towers. No equivalent map appears in either the 1965 or 1999 Ballentine English
editions.
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Fig. 8: The nine members of the fellowship stand in the mines of Moria. The caption
reads "~li:tlt*1¥J::Ytc::
, W:~~t[7(Jmtp~" (zhao she jin lai de guang mang, zhi jie
luo zai dating zhong yuan - "the brilliant light entered and immediately fell on the center
of the great hall").
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Fig. 6: Frodo, Sam, Merry and Pippin sit underneath the stone trolls first seen during
Bilbo's adventures in The Hobbit. The caption reads "ltA~~~:f:-tM!~;(:E}J:f:tgJ:.,
:®IJ:.
~'~~--."
(shi ren yao luo mo di zuo zai cao di shang, tou shang you wu chao - "the
lonely stone trolls sat on the grasslands, and on their heads were crows nests ... ").
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Fig. 7: Gandalf sits with Frodo while explaining the real history of the ring. The caption
reads "!ltffifftitiEv'i]tU~ql5z;l:J,;w~{?tmt§,iJJ-tg7fiJJi:~1JLm~."
(ci shi ta zheng chen mo
di xi yan, kan zhe fo luo duo dong ye bu dong di chen si zhe - "for the moment, he sat
silently smoking, watching Frodo as he sat still and pondered").
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